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1. Model Details

Original 3D models of C35 and D50 class locomotives - by Paul Gausden - Email:  decapod@highworth.freeuk.com" decapod@highworth.freeuk.com

Repaints, add-ons, upgrades and additional locos - by Brian Bere-Streeter

Paul Gausden originally created an excellent C35 and an excellent D50 class locomotive. Thank you Paul - for allowing me to repaint your models for more variety for NSWGR enthusiasts.

To allow the creation of authentic train formations the following locos were added:

	3531 – in Red lined Black livery and with later Turret tender.
	5074 – in unlined Black livery and with early pre-turret tender
	5133 – early pre-turret tender for 5133 in the D50’s add-on pack by Ian Martin


Back in the early days of MSTS, Paul Gausden created excellent C35 and D50 class locomotives – as was the current situation at the time, the C35 locomotive used the original early design 4000 gallon tender, and the D50 used the later design 5000 gallon ‘Commonwealth’ turret tender.

As I browsed through hundreds of photographs in my large collection of NSWGR books, I noticed a few things which could be repainted to add further variety to MSTS for NSWGR enthusiasts. After a discussion with Paul, he gave me permission to ‘mix and match’ between his existing locomotives. These repaints were actually done some time ago, but at that time I did not have a suitable website on which to host them.

Taking the C35 class first – during the 1960’s some of the original 4000 gallon tenders that were originally supplied with the C35 class locomotives were starting to rust out beyond repair and were replaced by 5000 gallon Commonwealth turret tenders in good condition taken from withdrawn ‘Standard’ goods locomotives. Locomotives fitted with these replacement tenders were 3501, 3508, 3510, 3523, 3526 and 3531. The use of the turret tenders did little to enhance their appearance and they were unpopular with enthusiasts and photographers.

I chose to create 3531 – during the later part of its life, 3531 was overhauled (including its turret tender) and was repainted in gloss black livery, lined red on the locomotive only – it is this condition that the model represents – this locomotive was used on Tour trains on the Main North and Main North Coast lines. Although 3526 is noted above as having a turret tender in later life, after withdrawal from revenue service and during preservation, the turret tender was removed and an original 4000 gallon tender from another withdrawn C35 was refitted, to its present condition today. Also during the 1960’s a drought along the Main North line resulted in water supply problems at Murrurundi, and so the six modified C35’s were used frequently between Broadmeadow and Werris Creek due to their greater water and coal capacities.

Before the Commonwealth tenders were built, the D50’s originally had early design tenders – although not exactly the same as those fitted to the C35’s, for all intents and purposes in MSTS, the similarity is close enough. Accordingly, I added a new D50 class locomotive 5074 fitted with an early tender (taken from Paul’s C35 model). Additionally, Ian Martin released a pack of four D50’s repainted from Paul’s original – this pack included 5133. From observation of contemporary photographs, 5133 was fitted at various times with either the early 4000 gallon tenders or the later 5000 gallon turret tenders – to add additional variety, I have included an early 4000 gallon tender for this locomotive – you can choose when making Consists to use either tender.

These alternative tenders are best used with double-headed trains – a train with a C35 with early tender AND a C35 with later turret tender adds a bit more visual interest to the train – similar a pair of D50’s with different tenders is just as appealing.

Each of the new locomotives, as well as the original locomotives, were regular performers on the ‘Short North’ from Sydney to Newcastle, and the Main North and Main North Coast lines.

These models are for your personal use only, and may not be sold or distributed in any way without the original creator's and re-painter's permissions.
===========================================
2. Installation Notes

You MUST HAVE the original C35 and D50 locomotives by Paul Gausden, and Ian Martin’s D50 add-on locomotive file sets installed in accordance with the original installation notes. To save space, the Cabview and Sound files are NOT included in this archive – when the files are correctly copied into the existing folders, they will automatically link into the existing Cab and Sound files for correct operation.

These locomotives are designed to be placed in the same folders as the original locomotives - in most cases these will be folders called    <<<   AU_nswgrC35   >>>, <<<   AU_nswgrD50   >>> and <<<   AU_NSWGR_D50's   >>>.

Unzip the files into a temporary folder, then copy and paste the relevant files straight into the existing folders (check the name to be sure) - over-write any existing files when it asks, as some of the original files may have been enhanced.

You will need to create either a new consist to use these locomotives, or add them to an existing consist. Consists are made, or edited, using MSTS Activity Editor or Carlos Gomes’s ConBuilder.

===========================================
3.   Copyright, Distribution and Terms of Use
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These train models are released as Freeware. Copyright (C) by Paul Gausden and (C) Brian Bere-Streeter

As freeware you are permitted to distribute this archive subject to 
the following conditions:

- These models are intended for private, non-commercial use only;

- These models and any of their associated files may not be retro-engineered
  or used for any purpose other than its original intended use without 
  the prior written consent of the author;

- Persons wishing to repaint this model may do so by requesting copies 
  of the original texture files from the author;  all such repainted or 
  modified versions must acknowledge the author of the original work;

- This archive must be distributed without modification to the
  contents of the archive.  Redistributing this archive with any 
  original files added, removed or modified is prohibited without 
  the permission of the author;  in particular, this text in its 
  entirety must not be removed or altered;

- This model may not be distributed on CD without the prior 
  written consent of the authors;

- The inclusion of any individual file from this archive in another
  archive without the prior permission of the authors is prohibited;

- No charge may be made for this archive other than that to cover the
  cost of its distribution. If a fee is charged it must be made clear
  to the purchaser that the archive is freeware and that the fee is to
  cover the distributor's costs of providing the archive;

- This train is provided AS IS, I assume no responsibility or liability 
  for any MSTS or system hardware/software problems you may encounter 
  after installing this train;

- By downloading and/or using this model, you have agreed with these 
  terms and conditions of use;

- The authors' rights and wishes concerning this archive must be
  respected;

- Copyrights: * MS Train Simulator, MS Windows:
                    Copyright Microsoft Corp 2002
              * 3D Model: Copyright by Paul Gausden 2004
              * Textures: Copyright by Paul Gausden 2004
	  * Repaints, add-ons, upgrades & additional locos: Copyright Brian Bere-Streeter 2010
              
  All other copyrights & trademarks mentioned are the property of their
  respective owners.
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